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COVID-19 impact on e-commerce
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Carbon footprint: the culprit?

• Consumer’s role on reducing
environmental impact of their
online shopping
I Fast delivery expectations
I Would consumers forego such

convenience?
I Consumers buy more online

when same-day delivery is
offered...1

1Development and Classification of Online Shopping Behaviour in Germany
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Sustainable Online-shopping?

• E-commerce might have a lower footprint than traditional shopping
• Although hard to generalize:

I shopping trips made by car: 95% in the USA, 44% in the Netherlands
• Substituting (fossil fueled) delivery vans by electric cargo-bikes:

I Potential reduction of 26% on the footprint for the last phase of delivery2

• Consumers opt-in for environmental friendly labeled e-tailers?
I Would consumers accept slower shipping if it means lower footprint?
I When shown options, shoppers seem to opt for greener, slower shipping3

I Nudging: leading consumers to make the best choice
I e.g., show the impact (price) of different time windows

2Comparative Greenhouse Gas Footprinting of Online versus Traditional Shopping for
Fast-Moving Consumer Goods: A Stochastic Approach

3https://www.nytimes.com/wirecutter/blog/shop-online-sustainably/
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City Logistics

Cost-efficient, but sustainable, solutions that minimize required flows of
people and goods

• New concepts/technologies

I Cargo hitching

I Consolidation centers

I Collaborative routing

I Crowd shipping

I Trunk deliveries

How can we achieve the (theoretical) benefits in practice?
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Innovative models for Last-mile delivery

• Crowdshipping: getting ordinary people or part-time drivers to fulfill
transportation requests
I Extra drivers/vehicles available for servicing
I Support the professional (hired) drivers

• Trunk delivery: using the car’s trunk for the delivery of packages
I Decrease miss-deliveries, higher service-levels, more efficient routes
I Longer delivery windows (e.g., over night, car parked outside)
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Crowdshipping

• Getting ordinary people or part-time drivers to fulfill transportation
requests (e.g., food delivery, goods)
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Crowdshipping

• Flexible pool of (crowdsourced, part-time) drivers

• Individuals agree to fulfill delivery requests for a certain period of time and
fee:
I Drivers set their schedules on the platform app
I Drivers get the packages and are indicated where to drive
I Amazon Flex pays $18 − 25 per hour

• Not always enough to match demand

• How to leverage the available (flexible) capacity?
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Crowd-sourced last-mile service

4

4Design and modeling of a crowdsource-enabled system for urban parcel relay and delivery
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Trunk delivery

Make delivery operations more efficient by allowing drivers access to:

to drop off a package in the absence of the customer.
• The average car is only on the move for 6 hours in the week, for the

remaining 162 hours it is stationary
• Parked at home for 80% of the time, 16.5% elsewhere and moving for only

3.5%!5

5Spaced Out: Perspectives on parking policy, John Bates and David Leibling
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Amazon Key

In-Car Delivery
• Started April 2018, with 37 cities and 2 car brands
• Currently: 50 cities, 9 brands
• Amazon does not select the best location and time, but the customer does:

I Possibly no efficiency gain for Amazon (except for shorter service times)
• Paused due to COVID-19:

I In-Garage Delivery (leave your car outside?)
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Dutch startup 2DEAL (https://2deal.app/)

• Enable in-car delivery with key
recorder and mobile app

• Converting every parked car into a
mobile parcel safe, at home or at
any other place
I Other options of the technology

I Fueling cars at location (Shell)
I Filling the vans of service

engineers (KPN)
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Innovation Management

• MSc Project (dual degree) at 2Deal6
I What are the benefits/concerns for the customer

I Trust issues
I Privacy
I Convenience

I What are the benefits/concerns for the employees
I Responsibility
I Productivity

6Critical success factors in implementing in-car delivery a study on the opportunities and
challenges of implementing innovation in parcel delivery
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Benefits for the Logistic service provider?

• Capacity
I Option to deliver at home between 21:00-7:00
I New service options for e-commerce: “Ordered before 23:59, delivered before

7:00”
I Can we find drivers for these time-slots?
I Societal benefit: less traffic between 7:00-21:00.

• Route efficiency
I Make use of someone’s itinerary to have more efficient routes
I Select the best location and time to match with other customers in the route
I Think of inner city vs. work location vs. country side vs. big parking lots (P+R)
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Roaming Delivery Problem

A delivery can be made at the customer’s home or at any location she/he visits
during the day.

• Assume uncertain (stochastic) timings
I Customers submit their full itinerary including time schedule beforehand
I Exploiting the flexibility of visiting customers at other locations than initially

planned might lead to cost savings of 25%

• Assume customers don’t want to share this information beforehand
I Customers are asked to announce their location on the fly
I Integrating dynamic locations into the routing plans led to improvements of

up to 30% in the routing costs, compared to delivery only at home
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What else the future holds?

• Autonomous last-mile
• (Electric) Vehicles addressing challenges associated with urban delivery

I zero emissions when driving
I minimal noise pollution
I potential fuel and maintenance savings
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